ALBREE COLE
Born and raised in Mannford, OK, AlBree grew up dancing in the competitive
dance world, and she never wanted to do anything else! After high school AlBree
spent the next two years teaching, traveling, and auditioning unti she realized she
wanted and needed more training. AlBree made the decision to move to Las
Vegas at the age of twenty to attend Theater Arts Preparatory School. This was
one of the best decisions of her life. During her time at TAPS she studied with
many renowned teachers in dance, singing and acting. AlBree has trained in
numerous styles of dance including, ballet, pointe, tap, jazz, musical theatre,
Latin ballroom, and more. While at TAPS, AlBee was able to work on set as a
showgirl in the Disney movie, “Show Dogs.” She also had the opportunity to work
with choreographer, Bonnie Story for multiple dance videos and tutorials. She has
been fortunate to work loyally with companies such as Farrington Entertainment,
and Holland America Line, as well as a long working relationship with RWS
Entertainment Group in New York. AlBree spent two contracts as a dancer
onboard the MS Eurodam, as well as MS Nieuw Amsterdam. During her time on
the MS Nieuw Amsterdam, she worked as an on‐stage assistant in the long
running guest show, “Magic Rocks!”, starring illusionist, Leon! Currently, AlBree
works at various dance studios in the Tulsa area as a technique teacher and
choreographer for multiple competitive studios. She recently was promoted to
Assistant Creative Director at PC Dance Company where she runs the ballet, tap,
and musical theater programs. AlBree has had a hand in developing these
programs with the company for the last 3 years and is honored to continue to
see the company grow! Along with working at PC, AlBree is also the Company
Director at Kay’s Dance Movement where she is currently developing their very
first competition team! It has been such a joy to see kids go from a recreation
program to expanding their training and start competing. She has also been the
technique pom coach at Broken Arrow High School for the 8th grade, Junior
Varsity, and Varsity team 3 years running. Since being back in Tulsa, AlBree
continues to perform locally in music videos, live music events, and stage
productions. Most recently she assisted Heather Newman in choreographing for
Andrea Bocelli Christmas production 2022! As much as she loves performing and
choreographing, her main focus is with her students, watching them grow into
young artists and kind people is the most rewarding!

